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Spirit… come… bring out the life in us… find the hope in us… shape the future in 
us… that we might be the community… that shares the vision… called the 
kingdom… and opens to the world… the love that is God… Amen

I bought a plain loaf this week… It was a wee indulgence… I found it on the reduced shelf 
in a local supermarket… I hadn’t seen one for a long time… not that I was looking… given 
the choice of bread we have nowadays… but when I saw it I thought… my daughter will 
like that… traditional bread… She didn’t… and dismissed my entire childhood tastes in 
one bite… 

Remember when a Scottish plain loaf was all you ever got… it was where I grew up in 
Gourock… we always and only had… Mother Pride Plain Loaf… and it always fascinated 
me… and still does… why only the top and the bottom had the crust… 

I loathed the crusts… You always had to have a cup of tea to soften… and strong teeth… 
and I would nibble away at them first… before indulging in the softer white part… 

If we were very lucky… however… and the plain loaves had run out… as a major treat… 
we’d get a pan loaf… This was bread heaven… I used to butter it and then squash two 
pieces together… and squeeze them… until they were a thin as paper and doughy… 

Sandwiches always tasted better on a pan loaf… and I loved church events because I 
always thought everyone make a wee bit of an effort… and made sandwiches from pan 
loaf… but it was probably because it was simply easier…

And if anyone thinks we haven’t made progress in life… we should compare our local 
supermarket’s bread aisle to the tiny selection of bread we used to have when we were 
much younger… 

However… there seems to be a terrible sense at the moment… that there are too many 
complicated choices… not with bread… bread is easy… This is about a myriad of choices 
about how we relate to each other… that unsettles nations… and world… and our local 
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area… What does it mean to be the UK… Scotland… the US… Europe… the church 
today… It’s not between plain or pan any more… but spectacularly more complicated… 
where it has ironically led us to move back to choosing more black and white scenarios… 
in or out choices… over migrants or trade deals… building walls or religion… 

Jesus didn’t have a direct word in answer to our contemporary confusion of choices… but 
perhaps he did show us a principle… which we might have missed recently… 

Our scripture reading… is an unusual tale of a resurrection story taking place before Jesus 
was resurrected…

Here is a widow… whom… we know all too well… would now have precious little 
support… Her son… however… would have been her lifeline… male… work… possible 
future family… but now… he is dead… and the widow is completely on her own… 

She has moved to the very edge of the neighbourhood… her status has been reduced to 
beggar… she now quite literally has to rely on handouts… for it seems there is no other 
family… 

So in this resurrection story… Jesus isn’t bringing the son back just to make the widow 
stop crying… but in order to return… not just the son to life… but the widow also… He 
brings the widow back into community… because he restores her security… restores her 
connections… and restores to her a place within the safety net of her community…

Now here is church… We have developed ourselves into plethora of denominations… a 
whole bread aisle of them if we want… all over some difference in a belief that really isn’t 
going to change the world… 

But last week we shared communion at an open table where we said… this table is for 
people of any faith and none… and it was meant… because Church is not a system of 
belief… of doctrine… of creed… but a way of restoring people… but more importantly… in 
our parish and wider community…

Indeed… when we talk of church… perhaps we should decide not to use “Church of 
Scotland”… or “Presbyterian”… or even “Christian”… but as agents of transformation in 
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our communities… agents of change where we restore widows… restore right 
relationships between people… restore our neighbours back into the support… justice… 
life they need…  

This is being church… reshaping and transforming the relationships our community is built 
from… based on grace… and justice… and love… for it seems… this is what Jesus is 
doing here… and indeed everywhere you found him… 

There isn’t one story of him… that isn’t about changing the relationship between people in 
community… from Good Samaritan to Zacchaeus… Syro-Phonecian Woman to woman 
with blood flow… Mary Magdalene to Peter’s Mother-in-law… 

It doesn’t seem Jesus was particularly interested in starting a church… but far more 
interested in restoring people back into community… Might that continue to be our model 
here in New Kilpatrick?…

As we get lost in the maze of consequences of Brexit and Trump and Europe and 
Independence… and people withdraw from each other and break off relationship… this is 
the very moment church becomes gospel shaped… as an agent of transformation… 
redefining and offering an alternative… to the kind of negative relationship we seem to be 
growing towards each other… and redefine the kind of society we have by changing the 
basis of relationship we have with each other… as Jesus did with the widow… restoring 
her back into the support of the community…

If the church becomes anything that might be relevant… then it will be seen in doing that… 
transforming the relationships we have with each other… restoring people into just… 
compassionate… carrying relationships… beyond these walls… That’s where we can best 
be church as it ought to be surely… 

We’ve completed a large consultation exercise… we’ve spoken to a good number of 
people out with the church… A lot of the issues in our community… such as loneliness… 
care for elderly… support for young… we are already responding to… but the consultation 
has shown us… everyone… including many of ourselves… think what we do… we do for 
our own members… 
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Of course we don’t… Every-thing we do… is open to every-one we know… We are a 
parish church… and so our whole living… is for our whole parish… We are in the business 
of raising the widow’s son… finding ways of including-back-in… those who have been lost 
to society… and as everything else arounds us seems to withdraw… we grow into the 
spaces… and redefine what is still true and still alive about the church… the way we 
restore people through just relationships and compassion… back into our communities 
and thus our community itself becomes a just and compassionate community… 

Church is not an organisation… or a denomination… or even a club… we’re not plain or 
pan… but we are bread… the body of Christ… and the body of Christ has never meant the 
Church… but God’s people living in kingdom relationships… restoring the lost… where we 
reshape our communities round just and compassionate relationships…

This is what it means to be Church… to be bread for the world… bring back to life those 
being lost by growing a community defined by a relationship of love… agents of 
transformation in our parish… that restores folk back into our community again… where no 
one is lost… 

Church… redefining what it means to be a neighbourhood… God’s Kingdom… bread for 
the world… 
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